Abstract: FFT beamforming is typically applied to arrays of coplanar and equally spaced elements. For curved arrays, conventional delay and sum beamforming should be the norm beeause the elements are not coplanar and the projection of their position on a tangent plane yields unevenly spaced elements. However, with appropriate phase corrections, FFT beamforming can be applied to the elements contained in a 90 deg sector of a cylindrical array if beams formed within +/-35 deg about broadside are kept. Within this sector results are essentially identical to those obtained via conventional beamforming but the~technique is more efficient computationally and better suited to realtime applications. The constraints associated with~beamforming on cylindrical arrays are discussed and we present applications to data colleeted with the Toroidal Volume Search Sonar by the Coastal Sys(em Station, Panama City,~.
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FFT BEAMFORM~G~TH CYL~DRICAL ARRAYS
Conventional delay and sum beamforming has seen extensive application with circular and cylindrical arrays (1) , but the increasing use of these array types on a multitude of operational platforms (submarine, surface, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles) makes faster processing techniques desirable. The output of Fast Fourier Transform (~) beamfoming is a set of beams steered at integer spatial frequency indices across the face of an array (2) .
Although this technique is applied almost exclusively to linear arrays of uniformly spaced elements, it is entirely valid for cylindrical arrays and may yield identical results under the proper considerations.
Phase compensation is first applied to project the elements to a line tangent to the face of the array. If the radius of curvature of the array is comparable to the wavelength, only elements within a 90 deg sector of the cylindrical array may be used; otherwise, beams steered beyond +/-45 deg from broadside will be affected by diffraction (3).
The~beamforrner output is the same for both cylindrical and linear arrays: a set of beams steered at integer spatial frequencies. It is the distribution and properties of the output which differ. In the formulation (developed analytically in (2), but omitted here for brevity), projected element spacing affects the beampattern (location and width of sidelobes, nulls, and grating lobes), the beam steering directions, and the output angular quantization. The output angular spectra near broadside for both array types are essentially identical because their element spacing in this region is approximately the same. For the cylindrical array, projected element spacing gradually decreases away from broadside causing the output spectra for these regions to differ from the linear array: (a) the sidelobe and mainlobe widths gradually become greater, and (b) the angular quantization and number of steered beams gradually become less.
The magnitude of these differences depends upon the arc length spanned by the elements. Thanks are due to Sam Tooma and Maria Kalcic (Naval Research Laboratory) for information on the TVSS.
